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Let X=C[O, 1] and let V be the set of continuous convex functions on [0, 11. 
Iff E A’, then the set p,(f] S’) of all best L, -approximants toffrom %? is not empty 
and may contain more than one element. In this paper we define an element f* in 
n,(/]U) called the strict approximation to f from ?Z, and we show that 
lim p’oa &(.r) =f*(x) for all x in [0, 11, where f, is the unique best 
L,-approximant to f from %?:. We then establish the continuity of the mapping 
f -+ f*. Finally, we show that if A g E X are uniformly close on [0, 11, and if I is 
a closed subinterval of (0, l), then & and gP are uniformly close on I for p> 1. 
c) 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let X be a Banach space of bounded functions on a common domain 
with sup norm and let V be a closed convex subset of X. For a fixed f E X, 
it is well known that best L, -approximants toffrom % need not exist, nor 
are they necessarily unique if they do exist. If 9? is such that best 
L, -approximants to f exist for all f E 55’ (for example, if %? is contained in 
a finite-dimensional subspace), it becomes interesting to try to identify a 
distinguished element from the set of all best L, -approximants to f from 
%?. Such an element might be considered a best best L, -approximant to f: 
There are at least two ways of trying to pick out a best best 
L, -approximant. One is by constructing a strict approximation, where one 
“minimizes as much as possible.” See [S]. This approach is successful in a 
number of specific examples, such as if X= R” and 22 is any convex subset 
of x. 
Another way of locating a best best approximant might be from using 
the Polya algorithm. This is defined to be looking for lim, _ o. fP(x), if it 
exists, where&(x) is the unique best L,-approximant tof(x) from 92. This 
approach is also successful in a number of specific examples, such as if 
X = R” and % is a subspace (see [ 33) or more generally if V is an 
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E-cylindrical set (see [S]). The Polya algorithm also converges if % is the 
set of non-decreasing functions on [O, 1 ] and X= C[O, 11, but fails to 
converge if X=L,[O, 11; see [2, 11. 
In this paper, we consider the problem in which X= C[O, l] and %? is 
the set of continuous convex functions on [0, 11. We define a strict 
approximationf*(x) toy(x) and prove that the Polya algorithm converges 
to it, i.e., lim,, a: fp(x) = f*(x) for f fz C[O, 11. 
The example given in [ 1 ] can easily be modified to show that the Polya 
algorithm would fail if X= L,[O, 11. 
In Section 2 we show that the mapping f + f * is continuous with the 
appropriate topologies, and in Section 3 we obtain uniform estimates on 
the best L,-approximants f,, p > 1. 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF A BEST BEST L, -APPROXIMANT 
Let f(x) be a continuous function on [0, 11, and denote by %? the set of 
all continuous convex functions defined on [O, 11. Let pL,(fl%?) be the set 
of all best L,-approximants to f(x) by elements of %‘. It is easy to show 
that ,~,(fl%‘) # (21; see [lo]. We will construct a select element f*(x) E 
p,(fl%?) and show that the Polya algorithm converges toy*(x). 
Step 1. Let d, = dist(f; V) = Ilf- cJI ~ for any c E p,(fl%). 
LEMMA 1.1. There exist three numbers y,, yz, and y3 so that y1 < y2 < y3 
and ifctzpL,(f(Q?) then 
(i) c is linear on [yl, y3], and 
(ii) c(y,)-f(y,)=f(y,)--c(y,)=c(y,)-ff(y,)=d,. 
(1) 
Proof: Let c be a fixed element of pL,(f(@?) and suppose first that 
whenever If(x)- c(x)1 = d,, then f(x) - c(x) has the same sign, say 
positive. Then, by continuity, max,, tO,i, {c(x) -f(x)} < dl - 2~ for some 
E > 0. Thus c*(x) = c(x) + E satisfies maxXE ro,1, {It*(x) -f(x)/ } < d,, a 
contradiction since c* is a convex function. A similar argument is used if 
f(x) - c(x) is always negative whenever If(x) - c(x)] = dl. Hence there 
exist at least two points xi and x2 E [0, I] such thatf(x,)-c(x,) =d, and 
44 -fW = 4. 
Now suppose there is an x,, E (0, 1) so that if It(x)-f(x)1 = d, and 
x<x, then c(x)-f(x)=dl, and if It(x)-f(x)l=dl and x)x0 then 
c(x) -f(x) = -d, _ Then by continuity, 
max{max (f(x) -c(x)), max (c(x) -f(x))} < d, - 2~ 
X=SXO x 3 x0 
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for some E > 0. Let c*(x) = c(x) + E(X - x0). Then c*(x) is a convex func- 
tion and It*(x)-f(x)1 cd, --E for all x in [0, 11, a contradiction. The 
opposite situation is handled similarly. Hence there must exist at least three 
points x1, x2, and x3 E [0, l] such that \f(xi) - c(x,)l = d,, i = 1, 2, 3, with 
the signs alternating. 
Now suppose there are numbers x0 and x1 E [0, l] so that x0 <x, 
and so that whenever It(x) -f(x)\ = d, and x < x0 or x > x1, then 
c(x) -f(x) = -d,, and whenever It(x) -f(x)1 = d, and x0 <x <xi, then 
c(x) -f(x) = d, . By continuity, 
max{ max (c(x) -f(x)), O<x~xoorx,<x<l 
max (f(x)-C(X))) cd, -2~ 
XO<X<Xl 
for some E>O. Define c*(x) by c*(x)=c(x)-&(x-x0) for O<x< 
(x0 + x,)/2 and c*(x) = c(x) + E(X - x1) for (x0 + x,)/2 < x Q 1. Then c*(x) 
is a convex function and max,, to i, If(x) - c*(x)1 cd,, a contradiction. 
Hence there must exist numbers xi, x2, and xj such that x, <x2 < xg 
and c(x1)-f(x1)=f(x2)-c(xZ) = c(x3)-f(x3)=4. 
Let y, = max{x d x2: c(x) -f(x) = d,} and y, = min(x 2 x2: 
c(x)-f(x)=d,}. If c(x) is not linear on [yi, y,], let W, =max{x<x,: 
f(x) = c(x)} and w3 =min{xZx,: f(x) = c(x)}. If c(x) is not linear on 
[w,, w,], then let L(x) be the linear function agreeing with c(x) at x= w1 
and x=w3, and let cl(x) =max(c(x), L(x)}. Then cl(x) is convex and 
[c,(x)-f(x)1 cd, for all XE [w,, wJ. If c(x) is linear on [w,, w,], then let 
CZl ) zj] be the largest interval containing [wi, We] on which c(x) is linear. 
Either z1 > y, or z3 < y,. If z1 > y,, then max,,.,.,, (c(x)-f(x))< d,. 
For ZE (yi, zi) let L,(x) be the linear function that agrees with c(x) 
at x=z and x=w3. Since max,,G,,W,,(c(x)-f(x))<d,, there is a 
z~E(~,,z,) so that max,,~,,W,,(L,,(x)-f(x))<d,. If we let cl(x)= 
max{c(x), L,,(x)} then cl(x) is convex and Ici(x)-f(x)1 cd, for all XE 
[z,, w3]. The case in which z3 < y, is handled similarly. Thus there are 
numbers x;, x;, and xi, none of which is in the interval (w,, w,), which 
satisfy (l)(ii) with yi = xi, yz = xi, and y3 = xi. Repeat the above process 
to obtain points y’, and y; and a convex function c2(x). Again, either c2(x) 
is linear on [y;, y;] or the process can be repeated. This process must 
terminate in finitely many steps, sincef(x) is a continuous function. Hence 
there must exist three points yi < y2 < y3 such that c(x) is linear on 
Crly ~~1, and c(Y~)--~(Y~)=~(Y~)-c(Y~) = 4Y3)-ff(Y3)=4. It follows 
by convexity that any function in ,u,(fl%?) must satisfy both parts of (l), 
and claim 1 is verified. 
Now if for every c(x) l pJf\ %), there is some x E [0, l]\[y,, y3] so 
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that It(x) -f(x)\ = d,, then the above procedure can be modified slightly 
to produce a triple (6,, 6,, 6,) with 6, < 6, < 6, and a linear function L(x) 
so that for any c(x)~p~(fl%?), (1) holds with yi = di, i= 1, 2, 3, and 
c(x) = L(x) on [IS,, S,]. By the continuity of f, this procedure must 
terminate after a finite number of steps, yielding intervals [q,, lr], . . . . 
[rN, tN1, points pl, . . . . pN with pi E (vi, 5,) i = 1, . . . . N, and linear functions 
L,(x), . . . . L,(x) so that for every c(x)~~,(fIW) the equalities (l)(ii) hold 
with y1 =q,, y2 =pI, and yj = ti and c(x) = Li(x) on [vi, ti]. Let S, = 
Uy=, [vi, 5,] and define f*(x) on S, by f*(x)= L;(x) if XE [vi, {;I, 
i=l N. , ..‘, 
Let&(x) be the unique best continuous convex approximant to f(x) in 
L, norm. 
LEMMA 1.2. lim, _ m f,(x) = f*(x) for x E s,. 
Proof: Suppose x1 E [vi, ti] and suppose there is a sequence {pi} with 
pi + co and lim, _ m fp, (Xi) # f*(xl ). Since f,,(x) is convex and IIf,, II m 6 
8 Ilfl/, (see [4]), there exist a subsequence {qi} of {pi} and a convex 
function g(x) such that lim, _ o3 f,,(x) = g(x) uniformly on closed subinter- 
vals of (0, 1). Since g(x) is convex and g(x,) #f*(xr), there is a number 
x2 E [vi, <,] such that Jg(xl) -f(xJ > d,. By continuity, there is a closed 
interval ZE (vi, 5,) such that 1 g(x) -f(x)1 > d, + E for some E > 0 and all 
XEZ. By uniform convergence it follows that for sufficiently large qi, 
If,,(x) -f(x)/ > d, + E for all x E I. Then l/f-f,! II z: B (d, + ~)~‘rn(Z), where 
m is Lebesgue measure. On the other hand, if hi ~~(fl%), then 
If(x)-h(x)1 <dr for all XE [0, 11, and so llf--hll~: <dy. 
Hence h is a better L,-approximant to f than f,, for sufficiently large qi, 
a contradiction. 
Step 2. Let K, be the lower convex hull of f(x) on [0, 11, and let 
Kl(xf=max,,i,, C&(x) v K,(x)}. Then K, is convex and agrees with f * 
on Sr. Let 0; L [0, l]\S,. Then D, is a finite union of disjoint closed 
intervals, so write D, = iJ,Y= I [uj, bjJ, where aj < b, < uj+ I for each j. Note 
that f * is defined for x = aj and x = b, for all i, except possibly if a, = 0 or 
b, = 1. 
Consider a fixed interval [uj, b,]. Let Vj be the set of all continuous 
convex functions c(x) on [IO, l] which agree with f*(x) on S, and such 
that the set {XE [uj, b,]: c(x)2Kl(x)) is a closed subinterval of [ai, bj], 
denoted by [aj(c), bj(c)]. Let 
d2, j = min max { max c E w, a,(c) s x 6 P,(c) l""'-f'""~o'g~,x, (f(x)-44)) I-- 'I 
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and let d2 = maxr G jG M d,j. Let j,, 1 Q 1 <s, be the indices for which 
d2,j, =d,. It is clear that d, <d,. Also,f*(u,,)-f(uj,)=f*(bj,)-f(b,,)=d,. 
Let M,, be the linear function that agrees withf* on an interval of the form 
[x,, a,,] and let yj, = max{x > a,,: M,(x) -f(x) = d2}. Similarly, let N, be 
the linear function that agrees with f * on an interval of the form [bj,, x2] 
and let zj, = min{x <b,,: Nj,(x)-f(x)=d,). Let El =U;=l Caj,, Y,,IU 
[zj,, bj,], and define f * on E, by f *(x) = M,,(x) if xc [a,,, yi,] and f *(x) = 
N,(x) if x E [z,,, b,,]. 
LEMMA 1.3. lim,, z fp(x) = f *(x) for x E E,. 
Proof: We show lim, _ m fJx) = f *(x) on a fixed [ai,, yj,]. The proof is 
similar on [zj,, b,,], and suppose there is a sequence (p,} such that pi -+ a 
and such that lim,, 3c f,,(x,)#f *(xl) for some ~1 E [ai,, yj,]. As in 
claim 2, there are a subsequence {qi} of {pi} and a convex function g(x) 
such that fy,(x) + g(x) uniformly on closed subintervals of (0, 1). Since 
lim ,+,fAx)=f*(x) on S,, it follows that g(x) > f *(x) on E,. Hence 
g(x,)>f*(x,). BY convexity, g(vj,)>f*(y,,)=f(y,,)+d,, and by con- 
tinuity, g(x) > f(x) + d, + E for some E > 0 and all x in some interval I of 
the form [x,, y,,]. By uniform convergence, we have 
f&d > f(x) + 4 + E for all XEZ 
and sufficiently large qi. On the other hand, for sufficiently large qz, there 
exists a convex function fq, (x) such that 
(i) .fq,(x) =f&) on S, 2 except possibly on small intervals about 
the endpoints of S, , where fq,,(x) is closer to f(x) than is fy,(x), 
(ii) Ifq,(x)-f*(x)I c&/2 for XEZ, 
(iii) Ifq,,(x)-,f(x)I cd, +~/2 for XES, uE,, and 
(iv) if YEA = (XE [uj,, y,,]: f(x)> f*(x)}, then f(x)-fq,(x)< 
d, + ~12. 
It follows that Ifq,,(x) - f(x)1 cd, + s/2 unlessfq,(x) = fy,(x) or fq,(x) is 
closer to f(x) than is fy,(x). Hence 
Ilf -f,Jl;;- Ilf -~JYq:Wz +EY’m(O-(4 +@lYz>O 
for sufficiently large qi, a contradiction. 
Step 3. We have defined f * on S, v E, and have shown that 
lim p + 3c .fp(x) = f*(x) f or x E S, v E,. We now define f * on part of each 
Cuj,y bj,l\E,, 1 <Ids. Let pL,(flq)= {c~q: max{max,(,.,.,.B,(,., I4x) 
-f(x)L max(f(x)-c(x)} =d2}. 
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LEMMA 1.4. There exist three points y, < y2 < y3 in [ai,, b,,]\E, such 
that $c~p,(flg~), then 
(i) c(x) is Zinear on [y,, y3] and 
(ii) c(~,)-ff(~~)=f(Y~)-c(~~)=c(~~)-f(~~)=d~. 
(2) 
Proof: The proof is a straightforward modification of the proof of 
Lemma 1.1. 
As in Step 1, there may be more than one “triplet” of points (yi, y2, y3) 
in [ai,, b,,] satisfying (2)(i) and (2)(ii). 
Let S,,, be the union of all such intervals [ri, y3] and let S2 = U;= i S,,,. 
Delinef*(x) on S, to be the linear function as indicated in (2)(i). 
LEMMA 1.5. lim,,,fp(x)=f*(x) on &. 
Proof. As in Steps 1 and 2, suppose there is a sequence {qi} such that 
4i + 00, limi-, f,,(X)=g( ) x uniformly on closed subintervals of (0, l), 
but g(xi)Zf*(x,) for SOme XI E [IY,, ~31. BY convexity, Ig(Y)--f(Y)l> 
d,+E for y=yl, y2, or y3 and some E > 0. By continuity and uniform 
convergence, there is an interval I such that l&,(x) -f(x)1 > d, + E for all 
x E I and sufficiently large qi. As in Step 2, we may, for sufficiently large q,, 
construct a convex function fq,(x) such that IfJx) -f(x)1 < d, + s/2 unless 
JJx)=fq,(x) or&,( 1 ’ 1 x is c oser tof(x) than is f,,(x). It follows as in Step 2 
that fql is a better L,-approximant to f than is f,,, a contradiction. 
Step 4. Repeat Step 2 and then Step 3 on D, = [0, l]\(S, u E, u S,). 
Continue to repeat these steps, obtaining numbers dk, and sets S,, D,, 
and Ek. It may be shown at each step that lim, _ m f,(x) = f*(x) on S, 
and Ek, 
LEMMA 1.6. lim, _ 3j dk = 0. 
Proof: If lim,,, dk = E > 0, then from the above steps, there are a 
sequence of intervals [ui, ui] and a sequence of points { wi} so that Ui < 
wi < ri and f(wi) -f(ui) > 2s or of -f(ui) > 2&, clearly vi - ui --* 0 as 
i + co, and we contradict the uniform continuity off(x) on [0, 11. 
It follows from Lemma 1.6 that U,“=, (S, u Ek) is dense in [0, 11. Hence 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.7. Iff E C[O, l] then lim, _ co fP(x) exists on [0, 11, and the 
convergence is uniform on closed subintervals of (0, 1). 
Prooj Since lim,, m &(x) exists on Up=, (S, u Ek) and this set is 
dense in [0, 11, it follows from [9, p. 201 that lim,, m fP(x) exists on 
[0, l] and the convergence is uniform on closed subintervals of (0, 1). 
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For the remainder of this paper we will denote lim,, m fJx) by f*(x) 
for continuous functions. 
2. CONTINUITY OF THE MAP~-+~* 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose {f,} is a sequence of continuous functions on 
[0, 11, and lim, _ 3cI f,(x) = f(x) uniformly on [0, 11. Then lim,, a3 f,* = 
f*(x) on [0, 11, and the convergence is uniform on closed subintervals of 
(0, 1). 
ProoJ: Let {S,} and {Ek} be the sets as constructed in Section 1 for 
the function f *(x). We first show lim, _ o. f,*(x) = f*(x) on S,. Suppose to 
the contrary there is a sequence {nj} such that nj + cc as i + cc with 
or pLif:(xI)zf*(xI) f some x1 E [aj, bj] for some j. Since (1 fnp 11 m < 
n ~ d 8( 11 f II m + 1) for sufficiently large n, and since lim, _ o. fnp = fn* 
on [0, 11, it follows that {f$} . 1s uniformly bounded on [0, 11. Hence 
there is a subsequence {m,} of {n;} and a convex function g(x) such that 
lim m,~ 3(1 f:,(x) = g(x). Note that g(xr) # f *(x,). Let d,,,, = dist(f,,,, U) = 
min,., ck If,, - cll m. Then lim,, + 1: d,, = d,. Hence for any x E [0, 11, we 
have 
I&)-f(x)1 =,,"-", IfZ,(x)-fm,(x)I 
< lim d,,,, = d,. 
m, - m 
Hence g(x) is a best L,-approximant to f(x) from 59. By Lemma 1.1, g(x) 
must agree with f*(x) on S,. But g(x,)# f*(xl) for some x1 ES~, a 
contradiction. 
We now show lim n-r m f,*(x) = f *(x) on E,. The proof is similar to the 
proof of Lemma 1.3. Recall from Step 2 that E, = Us= I [ai,, yj,] LJ [zi,, hi,]. 
Fix an interval [a,,, yj,] and suppose lim,, co fn*(x,) # f *(x,) for some 
x1 E [ai,, yj,]. There exists a sequence {ni} such that ni + cc and a convex 
function g(x) such that lim,,, m f z,(x) = g(x) uniformly on closed sub- 
intervals of (0, l), but g(xr)# f *(x1). Since g(x)= f*(x) on Sr, we must 
have g(x) b f *(x) on E,, hence g(xr) > f *(x1). By convexity, g(yj,) > 
f *( yj,) = f( yj,) + d,, and by continuity, g(x) > f(x) + d2 + E for some E > 0 
and all x in some interval Z of the form [x,, yi,]. By uniform convergence, 
choose a fixed mi such that f z,(x) > f (x) + d2 + E for all x E Z and such 
that )I f,, -f l/ co < c/4. Hence f X, (x) > f,,,,(x) + d2 + 3&/4 for all x E Z. 
By uniform convergence, f,,,(x) > f,,(x) + d, + 3.5/4 for all x E Z and 
sufficiently large p. But as in Lemma 1.3, we may construct, for sufficiently 
large p, a convex function j;n,, such that 
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(i) .L, = fm,p on S,, except possibly on small intervals about the 
endpoints of S,, where fj,,+ is closer to f,, than is fmlp, 
(ii) Ifm,P -f *(x)1 <c/4 for x E Z, 
(iii) Ij;n,p -f (x)1 < d, + a/4 for x E S, u El, and 
(iv) if XEA= {x~Ca~,, Y ]: f,,,(x)>f*(x)}, then f(x)-?k,,(x)< 
d2 + ~14. 
It follows that Ifm,Jx) - fm,(x)I < d2 + c/2 for XE Z, &Jx) - f,,(x)1 < 
d,i-E/2 for XES~ uE ,, and f,,(x)-f,,Jx) cd, + c/2 on A. Hence as 
in Lemma 1.3, f,,, will be a better L,-approximant to f,, than fm,p for 
sufficiently large p, a contradiction. 
The proof is the same for x E [zj,, b,,], and is similar for x E S, or x E Ek, 
k = 2, 3, . . . . Since UF=, (S, u Ek) is dense in [0, 11, it follows that 
lim n _ ov f,*(x) = f*(x) uniformly on closed subintervals of (0, 1). 
A slight variation of the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be used to prove 
Lemma 2.2, which will be used in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let {f,,) be a sequence of continuous functions converging 
un$ormly to f on [0, 11, and let {p,} be a sequence of numbers such that 
lim, + oc p,, = 00. Then lim, _ a. f&x) = f *(x) uniformly on closed subinter- 
uals of (0, 1). 
Proof: We show only that lim, _ ~ fnp,(x) = f *(x) on the set S, defined 
for f (x). Suppose lim, _ co fnp.(x) # f*(x) for some x E S,. By taking a sub- 
sequence if necessary, we may assume lim, _ i. fnp,(x) = g(x) uniformly on 
closed subintervals of (0, l), and g(x) # f*(x) for some x E S,. We claim 
that gEpLoo(fl%7). If not, then I/g-fll, >d,, hence Ig-fl>d, +E on 
some interval I c (0, 1) and for some E > 0. 
By uniform convergence, If,. -f, I > d, + E on I for sufficiently large n. 
On the other hand, ((f * -f, (/ 5 d d, + s/2 for sufftciently large n, which 
means f * is a better p,-approximant to f,, than is fn,. for sufficiently large 
n, a contradiction. Hence g E pz( f IQ?). But this means g = f * on S,, a 
contradiction. 
Now it can be shown that lim, j 5 J,,, = f * on the sets E, and Sk as in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
3. UNIFORM ESTIMATES ON THE f, 
A best approximation operator P is called monotone if Pf < Pg whenever 
f < g. If P also satisfies the property P( f + C) = P(f) + c for any constant 
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c, then it follows easily that if jlf- gll, GE, then \IZ’f-Z’glj, 6s. It is 
known that best approximation operators in L,-norm are monotone if and 
only if the class of approximating functions is a lattice. See [6]. Hence, for 
example, if 59 is the set of non-decreasing functions on [0, 11, the operators 
Pf = f, are monotone. The very powerful estimates 
for all p > 1 (3.1) 
follow. 
Since the class of convex functions is not a lattice, the operator Pf= f, 
is not monotone, and estimates of the type (3.1) are not likely to be true. 
The following weak version of (3.1) is valid. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a continuous function on [0, 11, I a closed subin- 
terval of (0, l), and E > 0. There exists 6 > 0 such that if g(x) is a continuous 
function and \I f - gl( oc < 6, then ( fp(x) - g,(x)\ < E for afl x E I and p > 1. 
We remark that continuous functions have unique best L, -approximants 
by convex functions (see [4]). 
Proof. The proof uses Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, which will be proved after 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is false. Then there 
exist a sequence (6,) such that lim, _ a: 6, = 0, a sequence {p,} such that 
p, 3 1 for all n, and continuous functions g,(x) with 11 f - g, 11 a < 6, but 
Ifp,(x,) - &&,)I 3 6 for some x, E Z. (3.2) 
By taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume lim, _ a p, = p*, 
where p* = cc or p* is finite and p* > 1. 
Case 1. p* = co. By Lemma 2.2, lim,, o. g,,(x) = f *(x) uniformly on 
Z, and by Theorem 1.1, lim,, o. fp,(x) = f *(x) uniformly on 1. Hence (3.2) 
is clearly a contradiction for sufficiently large n. 
Case 2. p* is finite, p* > 1. We show lim,,, f,,(x)= fJx) and 
lim, + m g,.(x) = f,.(x) on (0, 1). This would imply uniform convergence 
on Z, and (3.2) would be a contradiction for sufftciently large n. 
Suppose lim, _ ~ g,,(x) #f,.(x) for some x E (0, 1). By taking a sub- 
sequence if necessary, we may assume there is a convex function g(x) such 
that lim, _ co g,“(x) = g(x) uniformly on closed subintervals of (0, l), and 
g(x) #f,*(x) for some x E (0, 1). By uniqueness of best L,.-approximants, 
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we obtain a contradiction by showing that g(x) is a best I,,.-approximant 
toy(x). By Lemma 3.3, we have 
(dist,.(f, U))P* = ,‘iy (dist,“(g,, W))“” 
= 
s 
d If- glp* dm 
= Ilf- gll$. 
A similar argument shows lim,, mfP,(x) = fP*(x) on (0, l), and 
Theorem 3.1 is established. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M>O and let B(0, M)= {feL,[O, 11: llfll, GM}. 
Given p* > 1 and E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that if Jp* - q( <S, then 
I llfll $1 - llfll :I < E for allf E WY W. 
Proof: By the mean value theorem, for some p’ between p* and q we 
have 
I If(x)I If( = I If(x)l”‘ln If(x)lI I~*-41 
GKlP*-ql for Jp* - ql < l/2, 
whereK=max{(x’lnxl:O<x<M, Ip*-rl<1/2}. 
After integrating, we obtain I II f )I $ - II f 11~1 6 K Ip* - ql, and hence we 
choose 6 = E/K. 
LEMMA 3.3. rf {fn} is a sequence of continuous functions converging 
uniformly to f on [0, 11, and lim,,, p,, = p* -=x 00, then 
lim, + m (distp.(fn, 59))“” = dist,*(f, %)“‘. 
Proof Let E > 0. By Lemma 3.2 we have 
Wt,,(f,, W)pn G IIf,* -fn II g:: 
< IIf,* -f, II ;I + E for sufficiently large n 
< [If,* - fll $ + E for suhiciently large n 
= dist,.(f, %?)P* + E. 
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Also, 
(dist,LL WY’* 6 IIf,, -fll “,Z 
< Ilf"p, -f I( g; + & for sufficiently large n 
< Ilfnp, -f, I( z; + E for sufficiently large n 
= (dist+Jf,, %?))“‘+ E, 
and the lemma follows. 
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